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Beauty and curse of Hawks' system buries them in Game 1 

By Sekou Smith 

ATLANTA — When you shoot the ball as well as the Atlanta Hawks have all season long, it's hard not to 

"settle" for open jump shots. 

It's been their bread and butter throughout the best season in franchise history, their life preserver 

when things got rough and their default setting regardless of what personnel grouping coach Mike 

Budenholzer has on the floor. 

Those same shots that they made in the first half of Sunday's Game 1 Eastern Conference semifinal tilt 

against the Washington Wizards at Philips Arena were the same ones they missed after halftime, 

particularly in a dreadful fourth quarter that cost them the game and the home court advantage they 

worked all season to acquire for this time of year. 

The 104-98 final score was bad enough. The ugly way it happened -- the Hawks 52 percent in the first 

half, 53 percent from distance for a 63-53 halftime lead only to spiral into the abyss in the second half, 

shooting just 25 percent and 19 percent from distance in a half that saw the Wizards outscore them 51-

35 -- was even tougher to swallow for the Hawks. They've put themselves in an uncomfortable position 

with a trip to the Eastern Conference finals at stake. 

And they've done it playing their game, getting all of the open shots a team could ask for before 

halftime and making plenty of them, to getting plenty more open shots after halftime and missing the 

mark in epic fashion. 

Hawks react to Game 1 loss 

The Hawks talk postgame after losing Game 1 at home against the Wizards. 

It wasn't just jump shots either, the Hawks missed from everywhere, layups, put backs, wide-open shots 

inside the arc and uncontested 24-footers that have gone down time after time for this team that is 

relentless in the pursuit of that extra pass that will lead from a good shot to an even better one. 

The beauty and curse of the Hawks' pace and space style was on display. And it cost them on this day, 

the dark side. They played a gorgeous brand of basketball before halftime, having their way with the 

Wizards and then watched it all come undone in the second half, shooting just 4-for-21 from beyond the 

3-point line and taking the energy out of their attack and the air out of the building with every miss. 

The fourth quarter will be particularly hard to watch in the video session Monday ... 5-for-28 from the 

floor, just 1-for-10 from beyond the 3-point line and one opportunity after another squandered with 

each and every shot that rimmed out, fell short or caught nothing but air. 

To a man, the Hawks admitted to settling for too many jump shots. 



 

 

 

You think? 

"(We did) the majority of the second half," Budenholzer said. "You always have to be careful. I think we 

had some good looks, but I think we'll get better looks, more consistent scoring if we're more aggressive 

driving it, more aggressive continuing to put pressure on the rim and attack." 

They also relied far too much on the muscle memory of a pace and space offense that, like anything 

else, has to be tweaked and adjusted accordingly for the postseason. 

"It's a make or miss league," Kyle Korver said. "You can execute and do everything you want to do, but 

at some point you've got to make the shot. We definitely had some chances there and we just didn't 

come through." 

Nowhere was that more evident than during a stunning stretch of the fourth quarter with the Wizards 

leading 98-94 and the Hawks exhausting every bit of the ball movement that has served them so well to 

scratch and claw their way back to even. They missed six shots during the same offensive possession, 

compounding the deflating blow of each miss by following it up with yet another, all of them shots these 

Hawks usually handle with ease. 

Al Hoford missed a 17-footer to kick things off. Paul Millsap grabbed the rebound only to have Jeff 

Teague miss a 25-footer that Horford rebounded. He missed the tip in, grabbed his own rebound and 

found Korver, who promptly missed a 26-footer of his own. Horford grabbed another rebound, Teague 

missed a layup that Horford rebounded and Horford missed another tip to end the dreadful possession. 

"We've had a lot of games here when we've made those shots," Horford said. "We have one of those 

sequences where it's miss, miss, miss and then Kyle saves the day and makes one. I had a couple of tips 

there that just came off, I couldn't believe it, at least I kept the ball alive and and rebounded the ball. It 

is frustrating, though, I think that was a key part of the game there where we just have to keep fighting." 

All the fight in the world won't cure a shooting cold spell, not even for a team that thrives such 

momentum swings. Perhaps it was that quick turnaround from Friday night's Game 6 win in Brooklyn to 

close out the Nets in the first round series? 

The adrenaline rush of the first half subsides and the reality that you've had just 36 hours, give or take 

an hour or two, to recharge and get ready for a Wizards team that was rested, confident after their first 

round sweep of Toronto and tough enough to withstand the early onslaught. 

"You can't really worry about fatigue," said DeMarre Carroll, who led the Hawks with 21 points in the 

first half only to finish the game with 23. "It's the Playoffs. We were at home with our home crowd, so 

our adrenaline should've gotten us over the edge. Offensively, 35 points in the second half, you can't do 

that to beat a team like Washington." 

And now they have to try and do exactly that, beat Washington four times, without home court 

advantage. If they come up short they'll have no choice but to point back to their brutal second half 



 

 

 

from the opener, the one stretch all season where the system that's been their bedrock didn't save 

them. 

"It's tough,"Horford said. "We felt like we gave ourselves a chance with our defense and on offense we 

couldn't score the ball. I think our pace was better in the first half, in the second half I think we were just 

tired or whatever. We weren't as sharp as we were in the first half. It's our job to go back and look at the 

film and see which ways we can be better." 

   


